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i've been looking for a program that can efficiently convert my raw images into jpg format. one of
the problems i keep having is when i get to a camera that shoots in raw mode and i get many jpgs

from different shutter speeds and other settings. additionally, i would like to thank the author for his
great knowledge of the pro3 software! especially pertaining to the software, it has saved me hours of
precious time. one quirk i found was the raw conversion rate. the conversion rates are average and i

would need to convert several hundred files at a time to get one of each type of setting, however,
this was not a high priority to me. there are other programs such as jiger and jigex but they are quite
popular and do not have the raw conversion capabilities. i found metrax through asktrash though not

as heavily used in my experience. i will also say that the cheap price is with the downside of no no
support via phone or email is a major issue for some and thus is the reason for my purchasing a
product like this. it will still help me and is so easy to use that there is no way i will ever need to

purchase any of the more expensive programs after this. jigex and metrax are both pricey. i have
had many conversations with the author of this program. at first, he is very understanding and does
as much as he can to keep customers happy. we also talk about various fixes and fixes on the fly.

this has become apparent when he has continued to put out new updates as his basic architecture of
it is very easy to use. he did go on to say though that in some rare instances, user mistakes do cause

problems which he also makes clear.
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the application is a database manager for storing and retrieving any number of files with similar
meta-data information. this software can easily store and restore meta-data information (exif) to any

image. you can use exif information to determine file type, camera, and date taken. you can also
rename images, change ownership, or add comments. all information is stored in a tab-delimited
text format, allowing exifdata to be easily imported into virtually any data management system.

exiftool is a command-line interface (cli) based tool. exiftool is a program developed by the
developers of the widely used image manipulation application gimp, the free gnu image

manipulation program. exiftool is a set of tools for viewing, editing and manipulating metadata tags
in jpeg and tiff images. exiftool supports many different metadata formats including exif, gps, iptc,

xmp, jfif, geotiff, icc profile, photoshop irb, flashpix, afcp and id3, as well as the maker notes of many
digital cameras by canon, casio, flir, fujifilm, ge, hp, jvc/victor, kodak, leaf, minolta/konica-minolta,
nikon, olympus/epson, panasonic/leica, pentax/asahi, phase one, reconyx, ricoh, samsung, sanyo,
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sigma/foveon and sony. there's a few plugins for firefox that might be of use to you, such as exif-
sharp and exif-pro.com or google the phrase "exif browser extension" and you should get a ton of
results. photoscape is another freebie with a simple functionset for viewing/changing exif tags. the
author has been very helpful and quick to answer questions. he's also willing to talk to his users on

every update and new release, and i can hardly ask for more. an amazing in-depth product with ease
of use for a novice. 5ec8ef588b
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